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Dailies Revolution at LaserPacific 
 
Serving the ever-evolving Los Angeles television and movie industry, LaserPacific Media 
Corporation has pioneered the first end-to-end colour-calibrated feature film process, 
accurateIMAGE™ (or: aIM). Pandora is a key collaborator for the critical dailies stage of this 
workflow. 
 
Pandora had already developed Revolution as a very powerful colour processing platform 
designed to meet the needs of today’s demanding post production. When LaserPacific 
decided to realize the idea of a seamless colour-managed workflow and approached 
Pandora, the Revolution CDL, a tailored version with a feature set to meet aIM’s specific 
dailies ingest and post needs, was the result. 
 
The Revolution CDL’s most obvious feature is the full support for the ASC’s colour decision 
list (CDL) format, so decisions made on set are brought into the dailies suite, and all colour 
correction metadata captured during the dailies session are recorded with the content. What 
the production team sees in dailies now serves as the starting point for previews or the DI – 
without having to spend time on ‘match-grading’ at the beginning of subsequent stages. 
 
Also incorporated within Revolution CDL are 1D and 3D LUTs, Bezier primaries, a six-vector 
secondary corrector, and hue, saturation and luminance mastering. This tight feature set 
allows it to be driven from the single panel Pandora T3 control surface, making the complete 
package simple and secure to operate as well as the most cost-effective real-time dailies 
device on the market. 
 
The aIM service is now boosted thanks to the installation of three suites equipped with 
Pandora’s Revolution CDL, and a fourth Revolution Creative Suite for more advanced 
grades. 
 
“With Laser Pacific’s aIM process the colors that directors and cinematographers see in their 
on set dailies match the images they’ll see in our Preview and DI timing theaters, and in their 
finished movie,” explained Dave Register, R & D engineer for LaserPacific. “Our new 
Pandora Revolution CDL color correctors are an integral part of this process, producing film-
like dailies quickly while capturing color decisions metadata.“ 
 
 

 
LaserPacific Overview 
LaserPacific Media Corporation, a holly owned subsidiary of Kodak, is an award-winning 
postproduction facility offering an array of end-to-end services in TV and Feature Films 
postproduction. A leader in providing innovative technological solutions coupled with a team 
of highly experienced and dedicated professionals, LaserPacific offers such services as 16 
and 35 mm processing, telecine, film scanning and recording, Digital Intermediate (including 
inDI™ - the DI for independent filmmakers), trailer finishing as well as digital cinema 
packaging for customers ranging from independent filmmakers to major studios. Recent 
projects include The Riches, Wedding Bells, Medium and The Shield (TV) as well as Babel, 
The Black Dahlia, Miami Vice and World Trade Center (Feature Films). 


